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Example: Idioms

Example: Morphology

Some Results

Decoding

 [Och and Ney 03]

 In these word-to-word models
 Finding best alignments is easy
 Finding translations is hard (why?)
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Bag “Generation” (Decoding)
soon me your as give possible please as response
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Bag Generation as a TSP
 Imagine bag generation
with a bigram LM
 Words are nodes
 Edge weights are
P(w|w’)
 Valid sentences are
Hamiltonian paths

 Not the best news for
word-based MT!

IBM Decoding as a TSP
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it

.
not
clear

Decoding, Anyway
 Simplest possible decoder:
 Enumerate sentences, score each with TM and LM

 Greedy decoding:
 Assign each French word it’s most likely English
translation
 Operators:





Change a translation
Insert a word into the English (zero-fertile French)
Remove a word from the English (null-generated French)
Swap two adjacent English words

 Do hill-climbing (or annealing)

Greedy Decoding

Stack Decoding
 Stack decoding:
 Beam search
 Usually A* estimates for completion cost
 One stack per candidate sentence length

 Other methods:
 Dynamic programming decoders possible if we make
assumptions about the set of allowable permutations
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Phrases in IBM Models

Overview: Extracting Phrases
cat ||| chat ||| 0.9
the cat ||| le chat ||| 0.8
dog ||| chien ||| 0.8
house ||| maison ||| 0.6
my house ||| ma maison ||| 0.9
language ||| langue ||| 0.9
…

he is nodding

Phrase table
(translation model)

Sentence-aligned
corpus

il hoche la tête

Directional word
alignments

Complex Configurations

Feature-Based Alignment
What
is
the
anticipated
cost
of
collecting
fees
under
the
new
proposal
?

Finding Viterbi Alignments
What
is
the
anticipated
cost

quel
est
le
coût
prévu

Intersected and grown
word alignments

k

j

En
vertu
de
les
nouvelles
propositions
,
quel
est
le
coût
prévu
de
perception
de
le
droits
?

Features:








Association
Lexical pair
Position
Orthography
Neighborhood
Resources
IBM Models

Learning w
 Supervised training data
What
is
the
anticipated
cost
of
collecting
fees
under
the
new
proposal
?

 Complete bipartite graph
 Maximum score matching with node degree ≤ 1

En
vertu
de
les
nouvelles
propositions
,
quel
est
le
coût
prévu
de
perception
de
les
droits
?

 Training methods
⇒ Weighted bipartite matching problem
[Lacoste-Julien, Taskar, Jordan, and Klein, 05]

 Maximum likelihood/entropy
 Perceptron
 Maximum margin
[Lacoste-Julien, Taskar, Jordan, and Klein, 05]
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Phrase-Based Systems

Pharaoh’s Model
[Koehn et al, 2003]

Segmentation

Pharaoh’s Model

Translation

Distortion

Phrase-Based Decoding
这

7人 中包括

来自

法国 和 俄罗斯 的

宇航

员

.

Where do we get these counts?

Decoder design is important: [Koehn et al. 03]

Phrase Scoring

Extracting Phrases

 Learning weights has
been tried, several
times:
aiment poisson
les chats
le
frais
cats
like
fresh
fish
.

.

.

 [Marcu and Wong, 02]
 [DeNero et al, 06]
 … and others

 Seems not to work,
for a variety of only
partially understood
reasons
 Main issue: big
h k
t ll th
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Phrase Size

Bidirectional Alignment

 Phrases do help
 But they don’t need
to be long
 Why should this be?

Alignment Heuristics

Sources of Alignments

Lexical Weighting

The Pharaoh Decoder

 Probabilities at each step include LM and TM
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Hypotheis Lattices

Pruning

 Problem: easy partial analyses are cheaper
 Solution 1: use beams per foreign subset
 Solution 2: estimate forward costs (A*-like)

WSD?
 Remember when we discussed WSD?
 Word-based MT systems rarely have a WSD step
 Why not?

What’s Next?
 Modeling syntax





PCFGs and phrase structure
Syntactic parsing
Grammar induction
Syntactic language and translation models

 Speech systems
 Acoustics
 Applications
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